It has been proved by Fröhlich [l] that the collection of inner automorphisms of a finite simple non-abelian group G generates the group (under pointwise multiplication) of all functions from G into G leaving the identity fixed, and, conversely, that the only finite groups with this property are the simple non-abelian groups, Z2, and [e] . It follows directly that the inner automorphisms and the constant functions of a simple non-abelian group into itself generate the entire group of functions from G into G. The purpose of this note is to prove the following generalization of this theorem.
Theorem. Let G be a finite group of order g ^ 3, and let A be a finite set of order u 3:3. Let F(A, G) be the group of all functions f: A->G under the operation (fi -f2) (a) =fi(a) -f2(a), and let H be a subgroup of F(A, G) such that:
(a) f"EH, where fa(a) =g, all aEA,for each gEG; (b) if x, yEA, there exists fEH with f(x) ^f(y). We prove all j-tupies (in particular, all a-tuples) accessible by induction on j. All 1-tuples are accessible, by (a) above. It suffices to show that all j-tuples of the form (g, e, ■ ■ ■ , e) are accessible, since 22" is a subgroup. Let a = (au • • • , a¡) be a particular j-tuple of distinct members of A, and let GaÇG be the set of all gEG for which there exists fEH, f(ai) =g, /(a¿) =e, 2 ^i^j; since 27 is a subgroup of F(A, G), Ga is a subgroup of G, and, in fact, it is seen to be a normal subgroup by considering fx-f-fx~ . Since G is simple, it suffices to show that Ga^ [e]. For j = 2, this follows from (b) above; if f(ai) ?¿f(a2), then /'=/■/*, where z = (/(a2))_1, satisfies f'(ai) 9±e, f'(a2) =e. Now assumej'^3.
Let gu g2EG he such that gxg29£g2gi. Such elements exist because G is non-abelian. Since all 
and this is in TV since f(x)kf(x)~1 is a conjugate of A. If G is abelian, then the order of the product of two subgroups of the abelian group P(^4, G) is less than or equal to the product of the orders. Hence, let a¿$, let Gi be the subgroup consisting of the functions/", and let G2 be the cyclic subgroup generated by any function /such that/(ax) ^/(a2) for all Ci, a2QA. Then we may set 77 =GrG2; the order of Gi is g, and the order of G2 is not greater than g, since gt = e for all g,QG. Thus the order of H is not greater than g2, whereas the order of F(A, G) is g°, a^3. If a>g, A'QA is of order g^3, and H'QF(A', G) is a proper subgroup satisfying conditions (a) and (b) of the theorem, then the set H of functions whose restrictions to A' are in 77' also satisfies conditions (a) and (b) and is also a proper subgroup. This completes the proof of the theorem.
If we set A-G, we obtain that the constant functions and the identity inner automorphism (which certainly satisfies condition (b) of the theorem) of a simple non-abelian group generate the entire group of functions from G into G. This generalizes Fröhlich 's theorem mentioned above; in fact, from this, Fröhlich 's theorem follows immediately. The collection Gk of constant functions on G normalizes the group Gi of pointwise products of inner automorphisms of G. If Gi is the set of all functions on G fixing the identity, then Gi = Gi if and only if the group generated by Gi and GK is F(G, G) . Thus, if G is simple non-abelian, Gj = Gi.
If we set A =Gn, the direct product of G taken with itself « times, we obtain a result useful in the algebraic theory of machines. Let Xn be a set of « elements, and let au ■ ■ • , ak be elements of GVJXn (disjoint union) for some finite group G. Then the product function of « variables mapping from G" into G associated with (a\, Thus we may associate a product function /: Gn-+G with each sequence of elements of GUAT". This correspondence is a homomorphism of the free semigroup of finite sequences of elements of G^JXn into the group of functions from Gn into G under pointwise multiplication. Its image, as a subsemigroup of a finite group, is itself a group Fn(G). Now the following result holds. Proof. For G= [e] the theorem is obvious. It is easy to verify that Fi(G) is generated by the inner automorphisms and the constant functions. Thus if Fi(G) consists of all functions we have seen that Gj, the group of pointwise products of inner automorphism, consists of all functions fixing the identity and thus G can possess no proper nontrivial subgroups. In this situation G is simple non-abelian or G = ZP, the integers modulo the prime p. However, Fn(ZP) is seen to have order strictly less than the order of F(Z^, Zp) for all « ^ 2 by performing a trivial calculation. Now let G be simple non-abelian. The constant functions belong to F"(G) since they correspond to the sequences (gi) of length 1. If (gi, •"•,£») and (gi", • • • , gñ) are distinct elements of Gn, there exists an index i for which gi^gi, and the product function corresponding to the sequence (x¿) of length 1 satisfies condition (b) for this pair of elements of G". The corollary now follows immediately from the theorem. Bibliography 1. A. Fröhlich, The near-ring generated by the inner automorphisms of a finite simple group, J. London Math. Soc. 33 (1958) , 95-107.
